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Cosmology with galaxy clusters: selection and evolution issues

• increasingly firm theoretical expectations for halo counts, clustering
phrased in terms of halo mass M  (or functional equivalent, σ(M))

• but survey selection is via a mass proxy
optical richness Ngal, X-ray luminosity LX or temperature TX, …

scaling relation model : power-law mean + log-normal variance

• and evolution in mass-proxy scaling is a concern
may be simple in some measures (virial theorem?)
mean behavior should be `self-calibrated’ by survey data
evolution in the variance is poorly understood

1) Apparent variation in the mass scale will bias best-fit cosmology.

2) Variance in the proxy-mass relation will bias mass selection.



Explicit model for multi-observable scaling with mass

• assume a log-normal joint likelihood about the mean

where ψ is the covariance  

� 

s (µ,z) = m(z)µ + b(z)

• For ith proxy, mean behavior of si=ln(Si) is power-law of slope mi.  
  For N such signals

� 

µ = lnM

� 

p(s | µ,z) = 1
(2π )N / 2ψ 1/ 2 exp[− 1

2 (s− s ′ ) ψ−1(s− s )]

� 

ψ = (s− s )(s− s )



Local prediction for multi-observable counts

• convolve with log-normal joint likelihood for s to find 
    power-law expectation for the (joint) space density 

where Σ2 is the mass variance  

� 

n(µ) = Aexp(−αµ)
• locally power-law mass function     dp = n(µ) dV

� 

n(s) = AΣexp(− 1
2α

2Σ2)
(2π )(N−1)/ 2ψ 1/ 2 exp[−α m−1s]

� 

Σ2 = m−1ψ−1m−1′



Mass selection properties

• Bayes’ theorem leads to Gaussian expectation for mass selection

  with biased mean

� 

p(µ | s) = 1
2πΣ

exp[− (µ − µ (s))2

2Σ2
]

� 

µ (s) =m−1s−αΣ2

 Good news : bias scales as the mass variance 
 Bad news : mass function is locally steep, α ~ 3–4



Complete review of empirically `known’ mass-observable covariance

assumed z-evol’n: 
solid: self-similar 
dashed: none

p = slope of  L-M rel’n

L15 = normalization

σlnM = scatter in lnM 

   (σlnL = p σlnM)

M  = M200/1015 Msun /h

Match X-ray flux-limited 
REFLEX survey counts 
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Mass-complete catalogs are coming!
Nord et al 2007 

- - -  fraction of halos <z

    window functions of 
    X-ray surveys at fluxes 

       ; > 3x10–12 erg/s/cm2

       ; > 10–14 erg/s/cm2



Malmquist bias depends on survey depth
Nord et al 2007 

`de-evolved’ L-M scaling:
- - -  halo relation (truth)
  expectations for
  X-ray surveys at fluxes 

       ; > 3x10–12 erg/s/cm2

       ; > 10–14 erg/s/cm2

As deeper samples become 
mass complete, Malmquist 
bias disappears.

Effect mimics intrinsic 
population evolution.



Using TX as mass proxy introduces L-T covariance Nord et al 2007 

Non-zero 
covariance is 

degenerate with  
evolution/scatter 

in these measures.

Mean lensing 
mass is diagnostic: 
r = ± 0.7 case has  

few % shift in 
mean mass at z=1 
relative to r = 0. 
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redshift behavior of 4 keV clusters in 10–14 X-ray survey 

vary L-T correlation r
w/ standard evolution

vary evolution w/
no correlation, r = 0



L-M from maxBCG sample Johston et al 2007

Rykoff et al 2007 + in prep 
17,000 optically identified SDSS clusters: M from lensing, LX from RASS 

Good agreement 
between X-ray 
and optically 
selected samples 
using three 
independent 
approaches.

Non-zero optical-Xray 
correlation will tilt 
Ngal-binned relation

and modify observed 
LX-Ngal scatter.



Is a multivariate Gaussian at fixed M expected?  

Millennium 
Simulation:  
Gadget2 with 
gas under two 
physical 
treatments: 
  – preheating
  – gravity only

with Lorena Gazzola, 
F. Pearce (Nottingham)

Covariance in ~3000 
halos at z=0 with 
M200 > 3x1013 Msun/h

Stanek et al, in prep



Summary

• cluster survey analysis requires understanding mass proxies
3-space halo model : power-law mean + log-normal variance
need extension to clusters selected on sky (line-of-sight blending)

• local power-law mass function with log-normal covariance p(s|µ)
produces locally power-law space density for proxies, n(s)
mass selection at fixed s is log-normal with biased mean 

• understanding of covariance is improving
simulations ~support log-normal covariance (physics dependent)
existing data sets will be mined for elements of covariance Ψ
future multi-λ data sets will provide major new insights

1) Apparent variation in the mass scale will bias best-fit cosmology.

2) Variance in the proxy-mass relation will bias mass selection.


